
AN  OUTLINE  OF  THE  'WAY  OF

DISCIPLESHIP '  IN  SMALLER  UNITS

While the titles of these smaller units are listed here, within the Facilitator’s Resources for

each session, you will find detailed outlines for using each unit in its shortened form.

These smaller units can be used as a group resource.  But you could alternatively use the

‘Way of Discipleship’ by using one unit as the basis for Sunday teaching, with the other

unit a midweek group resource. 

The titles are grouped in pairs to show they belong to one original session.

1.Starting the Way

2.Being a disciple

3.Discipleship and God

4.My picture of God

5.What does daily discipleship look like?

6.Motives and identity of a disciple

7.Being with God in worship

8.Worshipping together and the sacraments

9.Being with God in prayer

10.Connecting with God prayer survey –

finding the way I pray

11.Being with God in Scripture

12.Reading with the mind and heart

13.Being with God in a balanced life

14.Being alone with God and finding a good

rule of life

MODULE  ONE  'BE ING  WITH  GOD ' :

IN  FOURTEEN  UNITS :

The ‘Way of Discipleship’ is a formational resource, which can

be used in lots of ways, and which covers a lot of ground over 24

sessions. However, if you want to work through modules more

slowly, this outline breaks the sessions up into 47 smaller units. 

MODULE  TWO  'BECOMING  L IKE

CHRIST ' :  IN  ELEVEN  UNITS :

1.Jesus – his life

2.Jesus and the kingdom of God

3.Jesus – his death 

4.Jesus – Saviour

5.Why is Jesus Lord?

6.How does Jesus being Lord shape my life?

7.Becoming like Christ in my character and

self-giving love

8.How does Christian character grow?

9.Becoming like Christ in difficult times:

choosing hope and honesty in the battles of

life

10.Christ’s return: judgment and suffering 

11.Christ’s return: hope; doubt and honesty 



1.What is the Bible and how to read it

2.Trusting the Bible

3.Knowing the Bible: creation and calling

4.Reading the Bible faithfully

5.Knowing the Bible: covenant and worship

6.The uniqueness of the Bible as God’s word

7.Knowing the Bible: freedom and longing

8.The hard parts of the Bible

9.Knowing the Bible: Jesus and the gospels

10.Interpreting the Bible

11.Knowing the Bible: church and future hope

12.Applying the Bible today

MODULE  FOUR :  BIBLE  CONF IDENCE

AND  KNOWING  THE  STORY  TWELVE

UNITS :

MODULE  THREE :  JO IN ING  IN  WITH

THE  SPIR IT  IN  TEN  UNITS :

1.Mission and God’s Holy Spirit

2.The work of the Holy Spirit

3.Joining in with the Spirit in all of life

4.Making sense of our callings

5.Making disciples and sharing faith

6.Getting practical about discipling others

7.Being a blessing as a community

8.Where do we start being a blessing?

9.Joining in with the battle

10.Engaging with issues well

 


